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ABSTRACT
TV's to mini-fridges, the design of a hand operated lift, to be lightweight and easily disassembled, 200 lbs
max. Interviews were conducted and observations were made in order to determine various tasks that
proved particularly difficult for those reliant on a wheelchair. From this data, various product ideas were
sketched so to determine the potential impact that could be made on improving each respective task.
Finally, based on level of need expressed by the user, apparent feasibility of design, and general lack of
substitutes already on the market, the decision was made to pursue design of an in-home lifting-aid. The
intended function of the device would be to help with moving heavy items from the floor level up to
table/desk height with minimal effort by the user. Based on preferences expressed by the user, a functional,
hand operated prototype was built that could lift a max of 200 lbs with a 6:1 mechanical advantage. Further
discussion explores the possibility of mass production of said device.
Thesis Supervisor: Sanjay E Sarma
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Intro
Based on my enjoyment of particular classes taken in my major, I knew I wanted
to do a design project for this thesis. This thesis began as a design project to build
something original and practical. I began with a couple of random ideas of things to
design. My ideas eventually became focused on making something of use specifically for
the physically disabled. From there my thesis matured into a plan to design a useful item
to improve the lifestyle of the physically disabled, specifically those who rely on a
wheelchair. I managed to establish a friendship with an individual reliant on a
wheelchair. Over the course of a few months I had many discussions with him about his
daily life and some of the tasks that were harder for him. I thoroughly assessed some of
the everyday problems that arise in the life of someone in a wheelchair. From this
investigation I put together a list of some jobs that I deemed could be made easier for him
with a simple, novel device. Some of these tasks were:
Grabbing - Glasses, plates, things that are fragile and awkward. Some of the design
parameters for "grabbing devices" were, based on the reliability of the device, the user
would have to be able to never hesitate to use it, and that the device would need to be
lightweight and balanced. Such a device would be convenient to be on the person of the
user, but said device would primarily be used in the home.
Dirty wheels - cleaning of wheelchair wheels. This device particularly would need to be
portable, reliable, and cheap. It would potentially be used every time the user went
outside, regardless of the building then entered.
Leaning over the sink to wash ones face poses a problem, as water gets everywhere. A
device for this application would get frequent use. Portability was not a priority.
Door Stop - easily being able to "stop" a door without needing to "jam" it in place, as is
often the case with standard doorstops. Frequent use, of course.
Moving around heavy things (tv, computer, or a lot of things at once). This device
would not get every day use and therefore should be lightweight and collapsible so it
could easily be put away in a closet. It would have to lift from floor level so that heavy
items could be easily slid on and off, and never picked up.
Going Over Steps - portable or household device for creating an incline over steps.
Designed for 1, 2 or 3 steps. Not too expensive, and would have to be lightweight.
After hearing about the trouble my friend had when moving apartments in his
wheelchair, and after spending some time sketching possible designs, the focus of my
thesis became a lifting-aid device - "Moving around heavy things" - that could lower
all the way to the floor so that people in wheelchairs could potentially take heavy items,
like televisions or small fridges, and raise them to a height such that they could be slid on
to a table or desk. The specified needs called for the design to be of a lightweight, easy to
move lifting aid that operates from floor level to desk height so that up to 200 lb max
loads could be slid on to the device, and raised near effortlessly.
Initial Design
The central problem in designing this device was that it had to lower all the way
to the ground and be able to support, with minimal effort by the user, a few hundred
pounds. Initially I hoped to use an electric pump to operate four inset pistons in order to
raise the device. However, after spending time at Home Depot and searching online, I
discovered that the problem with an electric device was price, and the necessity of wall-
socket power. Moreover, after discussing with my handicapped friend, I realized that
people in wheelchairs prefer and enjoy to use their own strength whenever possible.
Therefore, I began to design for hand-powered mechanical advantage.
As an example of the vast breadth of my ideas for different designs of lifting aids,
I will discuss the birth and termination of one of my first designs:
My first idea for mechanical advantage design of this device was to use 4 cables
to lift the plate on which the load would sit. The cables were to attach to bolts at the 4
corners of the plate and essentially wind the table up four 4-foot-tall screws at each
corner of the plate. The 4 cables would attach to a ratchet system, which would allow the
user to tighten all 4 cables equally. A damper would be installed at the ratchet release
point such that lowering the plate would be at a controlled, safe rate. This idea for design
then changed in to using a single bike chain wrapped around the 4 corners of the plate,
instead of any cables. The idea was that the bike chain could be operated with a crank and
the whole plate would lift uniformly. One aspect of design that did not change through
iterations was that each edge of the plate would have a small-diameter roller attached to a
small incline, making it easy to slide heavy items on to the table.
This idea of a four post support was eventually abandoned because of the
fundamental problem in the design of not being able to slide items directly on to the
lifting platform without having to lift them over a chain or cables. Also acquisition of
necessary mechanical advantage (without over loading the force on the corners of the
posts) seemed to be an overly complicating necessity of design.
Many other design ideas came and went until I finally settled on my idea for a
pulley operated, fork-lift type design. Below is a chart summarizing the pros and cons of
all the different lifting designs over which I mulled:
Design ideas Advantages Disadvantages Reference Analysis
for lifting (source of
mechanisms inspiration)
Threaded Novel, inexpensive, More complex Bicycles, Given this
vertical small foot-print (not mechanical design (both office chairs design, a
spokes. Bolts very spaced for designer and user), that raise and chain or
twist on constrained). which would also mean lower by cable would
platform, greater difficulty to spinning. have to either
and platform design for easy wrap around
climbs up disassembly. Difficult to the spokes
the spokes. design for good above the
Cable or mechanical advantage. plate, or sit
chain spins Probability of large below the
bolts. number of parts - and plate. Either
Mechanical moving parts. way this
Readily available. Very
good mechanical
advantage. Versatile.
Familiar device to
intended user.
Heavy. Expensive.
Large foot-print (space
constrained). Not
particularly portable.
Car jack,
warehouse
designed
lifting aids,
hoist aids for
the elderly to
stand up or
get out of bed,
engine hoist.
Electric Little effort. Versatile. Expensive, space Electric
advantage
comes from
crank.
Given the
bulk and
weight of a
hydraulic
jack, and the
fact that they
are the
typical
method of
establishing
mechanical
advantage in
the vast
majority of
lifting
devices on
the market, I
elected not to
use a
hydraulic
jack.
Not suitable
Hydraulic
jack.
design would
preclude
items from
being slid
directly on to
the plate
without
lifting them,
which is a
key design
function of
the device.
Electric Little effort. Versatile. Expensive, space Electric
I I
jacks. constrained. Electric not jacks/hoists. for the
as appealing to those in intended
wheelchairs. Heavy. user,
expensive,
not easy to
disassemble.
Scissor jack. Cheap, hand operated, Given lifting-height Car jacks. A good
lightweight, requirements, a suitable option.
familiar/recognizable by scissor jack would have Would
user. a large footprint (space require
constrained). linking of
two jacks or
installing
ratcheting
support legs.
Reel with Familiar. Requires larger foot- Ratchet strap Insufficient
crank arm print, more complicated tighteners for mechanical
design. tying down advantage.
large cargo. Would have
to be
supplemented
with another
form of force
transfer.
Pulleys Cheap, versatile, great ------ Other than Absolutely
mechanical advantage, basic pulley ideal. Easily
small, lightweight, hoists in disassembles,
handheld, simple, factories, lightweight.
intuitive, easy yachts -
assembly/disassembly. pulley
arrangements
on sailing
boats.
Gear ratio
Air
Inflatable
Packs on
either side of
a plate,
balanced
with spring
Familiar, good
mechanical advantage,
versatile in terms of
design.
Extremely lightweight.
Heavy, many parts,
difficult
disassembly/assembly.
Larger foot-print,
requires use of
electricity.
Hand
operated
factory fork-
lifts.
Inflatable
bags which
are sometimes
used to lift
cars in rescue
situations.
Design Idea: Employable Advantages Disadvantage Reference Analysis
plate shape lifting
mechanisms
Circular/ Threaded Light weight. Would require ---- Doesn't allow
rectangular spokes with some lifting for
plate with bike chain or on the part of appropriate
rollers around cable lift. the user. lifting
the edge Unstable. mechanisms.
U-shaped all Would be all big, requires --- Would
metal piece the way flat large area foot require too
so that heavy print, much space
items could occupation
be slid on to and, it would
plate without be difficult to
any lifting. link the
lifting
mechanisms
Too
complicated
and heavy,
complicated
for practical
assembly.
Requires
many parts.
Too difficult
to balance
and
synchronize.
Requires
electricity.
Ideal for
moving load
in to place on
tope of lifting
plate.
Light weight
Novel,
simple,
cheap, not
very space
constrained at
all, would
require no
moving of
Not secure.
Not enough
surface area
for safely
supporting
load.
Requires flat
non-porous
top-side on
each load. The
suction cup is
a fairly
unfamiliar
lifting device
Factory line,
assembly
lines, etc.
Typical for
fork lifts.
Construction
workers who
work with
counter tops
and need to
move large
slabs of
granite and
Unsafe, too
hard to secure
load.
Insufficient
for safety and
versatility of
shape of load.
The suction
cup
absolutely
requires a
certain top
surface and in
order to lift
heavy loads
all
all
all
Tray of all
rollers
Two metal
slats.
Suction cup
with crane
hook.
to work in
unison on
either side of
the load.
Most likely
piston raising
on either side
/ crank shaft,
device would
be too big,
too heavy,
too hard to
synchronize
both sides
lifting
equally.
heavy load at for many. marble. from a single
all. point of load
bearing, this
causes a great
deal of stress
on joints.
Net with all Cheap. Easy. Not suited Large crane An
crane hook. well for heavy hoists. appropriate
objects that extra feature
are or option, but
asymmetrical not
in any sufficiently
dimension. reliable or
safe given the
needs of this
device.
Belt wrap to Only really Would Unfamiliar, Load Impractical in
cinch and lift would work require no unstable, cinchers. terms of
straight up with moving of would require lifting, would
hydraulic jack heavy object a lot of make for a
or gear ratio at all. structural very unstable
w/ crank. support. load.
Design Process
Taken form the MIT class 2.782 - Product Design, the standard process for
product design is composed of the steps: planning, concept development, system-level
design, detailed design, testing and refinement, production ramp up. The scope of this
thesis only extends to "testing and refinement" which is inclusive of my prototype.
A major aspect of the planning phase of product design is to investigate existing
products already on the market. The following is a summary of the "planning" that went
in to my design:
Existing products:
Many lifting aids currently exist in the market, ranging from those for
warehouse use, physically disabled aid (specifically for the elderly), and car jacks. Here
is a summary of the existing products I discovered in my investigation, their relevance to
my thesis product design, characteristics and aspects I took from them, and aspects of
them that were contrary to my intended design:

Product Industry Lifting Approximate Approximate Relevance to Characteristics Aspects of
mechanism weight "foot print" my product that would lend product
themselves to my contrary to
product my intended
design
Aid to Hospital / Hydraulic 10^2 lbs 6 ftA2 Force/weight Structure of Designed to
help the physically jack distribution is cantilever design lift only a
elderly disabled similar to my few inches
stand or care. device. Both from set
sit up / have central position.
patient load applied a
lift. few feet above
supports.
Electric Industrial Electronically 20-148 kg, 3 ftA2 - 7.5 Various models One model does Electric,
lifts. Equipment. assisted gear depending on ftA2 show lifting of lift all the way heavy
and chain model. all different from the floor. All electric
system. devices. models provide motor and
insight as to gear system
necessary counter- on back,
balancing of lifted which
loads - supports. provides
counter
balance.
Rising/ Physically Electric motor NA Mounts on The gearing and The skeleton track Does not
lowering disabled aid. and chain wall climbing that the chair rides stand on the
electric mechanisms, on. ground.
chair, to and the way in
be which the chair
mounted is set to ride the
on the tracks of the
wall in a skeleton when
shower. rolling up the
wall.
Shop Shop crane Hydraulic 115kg 464x1126 mm Good insight as Good example of Too large.
crane. for in-house jack on lever a device that proper counter Hydraulic
hoisting. arm. lifts from above. balance jack.
structure/support/
design.
Trolley industrial Foot operated 33-120 kg 450x700mm ---- Shows intricate Doesn't
lift w/ hydraulic use of scissor lower all the
scissor jack. support legs. way to the
legs floor.
support.
Skid industrial Lever arm 130kg 680x400mm Good insight of ---- Doesn't
lifter, with ratchet ratchet chain lower all the
chain system. way to the
floor. Does
not
disassemble.
Porta lift Industrial/ Crank and 28 kg. 400x635mm Good example Doesn't lower Not "spec'd"
trolley merchandise nylon cord. of minimum ALL the way to for enough
weight usage in the ground but weight. Not
design. Good comes close. Use enough
example of use of incline on plate. mechanical
of crank for advantage.
lifting. Good Point of
example of lifting is at
track system top of device,
running up which isn't
device. acceptable
for my
intended
user. Does
not
disassemble.
Pallet industrial Hydraulic 100 kg. 530x1 150mm Low level Low level Too heavy,
truck jack and lever lifting device. can not
arm. disassemble.
p 
·94.
The second phase of the design process is concept development. Concept
development breaks down in to the following relevant sub categories for my design:
Identify customer needs, establish target specifications, generate product concepts, select
product concepts, and test product concepts (these last three are inclusive of the drawings
and construction of my prototype).
The following is a break down of "customer needs" and those I identified:
Define scope:
Mission statement:
Product description - The product I hoped to design was an in
home lifting aid for people in wheelchairs, aimed to aid them in
moving heavy items around the house.
Key goals - The key goals of this product was that it would have at
least an 6:1 mechanical advantage, would be easy to operate,
portable (lightweight), easily storable, versatile, and convenient in
its occupation of space, both while in use and in storage.
Primary market - The primary market for this device would be
people reliant on a wheelchair who expect themselves to move
dwellings in their life.
Secondary market - The secondary market for this device would
be the elderly or generally physically disabled.
Assumptions - Some of the design assumptions going in to the
design of this product were that it would be hand operated and
aluminum.
Gather raw data:
Observation:
In the begging of this project I spent between 30 and 50 hours
observing the living style of the intended user. Originally I took
note of the various tasks that presented a degree of difficulty. Once
I had decided to pursue a lifting aid I asked my friend to show me
how he would go about rearranging his apartment; I recorded
difficulties and apparent necessities.
Interviews:
The bulk of the pertinent information I collected was through
interviews with my friend. I asked him about some of the features
that he thought would be important and convenient for a lifting aid.
Also, I gained information by inquiring about other "handicap aid
devices" that he had purchased in the past. I asked what about
those other devices made them appealing or inferior - this helped
me to better design the lifting aid that I did.
Interpret raw data:
Need statements:
* The lifting aid provides a mechanical advantage such that large
televisions, mini-fridges, and small dressers can easily be lifted to
table height.
* The lifting aid is near impossible to misuse.
* The lifting aid is light-weight.
* In storing the lifting aid, it can be taken apart simply with no need
for instructions.
* The lifting aid is safe and reliable without extraneous parts that can
be broken, lost, or misused.
* The lifting aid accommodates small apartments for use.
Structuring needs:
Primary needs:
o 6:1 mechanical advantage
o lowers all the way to the floor
o simple to use
o can intuitively be taken apart and put back together.
Secondary needs:
o operates under arm strength, as opposed to
electricity.
Organize the needs:
Hierarchy:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
Lowers all the way to the floor.
Reliable/safe.
Lifts upwards of 200 lbs.
Easily disassembles.
Lightweight.
Operates under human strength.
Small area footprint when in use.
Simple to use.
Establish importance:
Feature
Lowers all the way to the
floor
Reliable/Safe
Lifts upwards of 200 lbs.
How Desirable (1-10, 10
is "very desirable")
10
Limits of Feature/
Counter Effects of
Feature
Uncommon design
feature. Requires use of a
very hard wood, or steel,
or other metal that has a
high Young's' Modulus,
such that the stiffness of
the platform contacting
the item being raised, has
a high stiffness. Potential
price obstacle.
Could demand
complicated and
expensive manufacturing
methods, and/or requires
that the device be
"spec'd" for heavier
loads, meaning heavier
over all product.
Makes for larger area
footprint, heavieri
Easily disassembles /
stores
Lightweight.
material, limited lifting
mechanisms.
Limits type of lifting
mechanism. Affects
structural stability and
design. Means bolts as
opposed to welds. Bolts
are heavier and less
strong than welds for
their mass. Stifles
complicated design.
Means fewer parts. Easy
storage means
disassembled parts
should lay flat and, the
volume of those parts
should be distributed in
one dimension if
possible.
Calls for materials with
high strength to weight
ratios, such as aluminum.
Also, the lighter the
device, often the larger it
must be as material
strength is supplemented
with torque due to
moment strength from
design. Essentially,
lightweight comes at the
expense of structural
strength and/or simplicity
of design.
Operates under human 6 Eliminates possible use
Operates under human 16 Eliminates possible use
strength
Small area footprint
when in use
Simple to use 5
Any sort of lever
mechanism for
mechanical advantage is
inversely proportional to
the footprint area of the
device. Small footprint
also comes at the cost of
stability and simplicity of
design.
This typically means
fewer parts, which can
mean larger area
footprint.
The following is a break down of those "establish target specifications" that I identified:
Metric Value Reason Difficulty in
design?
Weight No piece should Tested max lifted None - no piece
be greater than 20 by intended user. should need to be
lbs at the most. over 20 lbs.
2D floor footprint 20" x 20" is min Based on A larger 2D
while in use necessary area measurements of footprint is
of electricity. Mechanical
advantage is attained
through a tradeoff of
distance to force. This
increased "distance" can
either mean larger and
larger lever arms, or
more rope to be used
with more and more
pulleys.
Height
Force required by
user.
under item to be
lifted.
Required 30"
minimum lifting
height.
5' max device
height.
35 lbs
The average desk
stands 30" or
lower. 5' is
determined to be
the max useable
height for
someone sitting
down. Also, any
single pieces
larger than 5'
would be difficult
to store.
This is the
comfortable
amount of force
applied by user in
a pulling motion.
Arm strength was
tested on user.
associated with
greater support,
counterbalance.
larger "mini-
fridges" and
larger televisions,
this measurement
is the minimum
area to be lifted.
Accordingly the
2D footprint of
the device should
be as close to this
value as possible
for minimum size.
The absolute max
expected lifting
load is 200 lbs,
which is much
more than the
average mini-
fridge or any
television. With a
6:1 mechanical
advantage, 200
These
measurements
mostly speak to
the impracticality
of a crane type
design.
The third phase of the design process is system-level design. In the context of this
paper, "system-level design" constitutes a summary of the necessary force and stress
distributions within the system, given the fundamental desired operation of the device. As
noted, the comfortable "pulling" arm strength of the intended user is 35 lbs. Furthermore,
the necessary design specs for the device are that it can lift to 30 inches, standard desk
height, the lifting plate is 20"x20" so to suit a standard mini-fridge or a large television,
and lastly that it can lift upwards of 200 lbs. The necessary calculations in designing of
my prototype are shown below (the following pages of illustrations show basic prototype
pictures with circles indicating where important calculations needed to be made):
Type/name of Equation (units)' Expected Reason for Expected
Equation Inputs Calculation Value 2
Young's' Tensile stress / tensile Aluminum, High value of Al - 70 GPa
Modulus (E) strain Steel, Wood Young's' Steel - 190 -
Modulus means 210 GPa
high stiffness of Oak - 11 GPa
1 Unless otherwise notes, all equations were attained from the class notes of the author, accumulated over
various coursework at MIT.2 All equations were attained from the class notes of the author, accumulated over various coursework at
MIT.
lbs would call for
-33.4 lbs of force
by the user. As 35
lbs was measured
as the comfortable
force applied by
the user, in the
rare case of a load
of 200 lbs, a
required applied
force of 33.4 lbs
would be quite
feasible.
material, which Pine - 9 GPa
is important for
the lifting plate.
Moment of I = (bh3) / 12 "h" will differ Integral factor of "b" should =
inertia of a Where "b" is the base depending on all mechanical 20".
rectangular width measurement material used. assessment.
beam about and "h" is the
one end. thickness/height.
Cantilever O(x) = Max slope of By determining x = L = 20"
beam bending (-Px(3L 2 -3xL+x 2)) / cantilever beam the slope at the Pmax = 200 lbs
equation, (6EI) under uniform end of the plate EAl= -.01573/h3
evenly load is at the carrying the Ost= -.00551/h3
distributed load end of the load, we have an EOak= -. 1003/h3
- deflection of beam, when idea of the EOine= -. 1226/h3
beam. x=L. expected Where "h" is
deflection of the the thickness of
beam... and the plate used.
therefore an idea
of whether the
chosen material
is suitable.
Moment in a M(x) = Max moment By calculating Mmax(O)
cantilever ( ½ )P(L-x)2  felt in a beam the moment at (L2P) /2 =
beam under occurs at the the base of the 40,000psi.
uniformly base, i.e. where supporting plate, In a perfectly
distributed x=0. we have an idea rigid system,
load. L=20", P=200 of how force is this moment
distributed would transfer
throughout the its load
structure. The throughout the
value of this system.
"moment" is the
predominate
factor which
Max Bending
Stress
Sheet Stress
omax = I(L P)/2zj
V(x) = -P (L-x)
L = 20"
P= 2001bs
z= h/2
P = 2001bs. The
shear is
maximum
when x=O.
Vmax(O) = -PL
7-
dictates the
shape of the
supporting
structure such
that it does not
fall over.
It is important
for us to
determine the
max bending
stress that would
be applied so
that we can be
sure of which
materials are
suitable for the
load. For the
materials where
this max
bending stress is
greater than
their "yield
strength",
yielding will
occur and the
device will be
rendered
dysfunctional.
Calculating the
shear stress of
the beam is
necessary to
check it against
the maximum
Vmax =
4000 lbs-in
OAl=180000/hi
ost=180000/hl
OOak=180000/hl
opine=180000/hl
1 I
allowable stress
of the material
before failure or
yielding of any
kind.
Deflection in a v(x) = Deflection of a By determining Vmax(L) = ((Px2)
cantilever ((px2)(6L 2- 4Lx+ x2)) beam under a the max (6L 2- 4L2+ L2))
beam. / (24EI) uniformly deflection at the / (24EI).
distributed load end of the beam Therefore,
is max at the tip we are able to Vmax,= (PL4) /
of the beam. determine (8EI)
Therefore whether or not
deflection is the design is
max when x=L. safe. If the
deflection is too
great, the load
stands the
chance of falling
off the lifting
plate.
Pulley Mechanical advantage 1 Pulley = no This calculation 6:1
mechanical of a pulley system is a Mechanical is necessary to
advantage simple calculation: 1 Advantage. determine the
pulley provides no 2 Pulleys = 2:1. number of
mechanical advantage, 4 Pulleys = 4:1. pulleys
and the number of 6 Pulleys = 6:1. necessary to
pulleys added attain the
thereafter (which are desired
not fixed) increase mechanical
mechanical advantage advantage.
and increase the
necessary distance the
rope in the pulleys has
to travel.
Moment at
comer points
of cross bar.
(The design
calls for a
load-bearing
crossbar at the
top. Worst
case, this bar
will be under
the max load
P, at the center
of the bar.)
Sheer at comer
points of
crossbar
Moment of
inertia of a
hollow
The moment at the
end points of a beam
under 2 supports and a
central load:
M = (P*(L/2)*(L/2) 2) /
(L2)
R = (P((L/2) 2)2L) /
(L3)
I =Md2 +
(1/12)M(3(r 2+r22)+L2)
P=2001bs. Here
L is going to be
23" given the
buffer between
the lifting plate
and the side
bars (1.5"*2).
P = 2001bs
L=23"
M= mass
d=L/2
L=23"
It is important to
calculate the
force and stress
distributions in
this bar. Here,
we are noting
that the max
moment on the
bar, due to the
load, will occur
at either end of
the cross-bar,
where it joins
the vertical
posts. By
calculating the
moment we are
ensuring the
implementation
of a sufficient
connection at
these points.
Max sheer,
again, will occur
at the end points
of the crossbar,
furthest from the
load.
Determining the
moment of
inertia of the
M = 575
R = 100
In fact, it was
determined that
a solid
cylinder about
one end.3
Bending stress
for center
loaded beam.
Max bending stress:
= (IMomentma,(c/I)) /2
rl=inside
radius.
r2=outside
radius.
Momentmax =
(P(L/2)3)/L2
crossbar is
necessary for
calculating the
bending stress.
A hollow
cylinder was
calculated
because its easy
to extrapolate
the MOI of a
solid cylinder
from this
equation -
should a solid
cylinder be used
in the prototype.
This moment of
inertia was
calculated using
the parallel axis
theorem, which
states that:
Ix=Icm + Md2
Bending stress
at each end
point is equal to
half the bending
stress of a
cantilever beam
at its single
support (under
an end load).
(2L 21)
Crandall, Dahl, Lardner, p. 428.
aluminum
cylinder was
more efficient
(strength to
weight ratio)
than a hollow
steel cylinder,
and that's what
was used for the
crossbar in the
prototype.
Therefore, the
Max Bending
Stress =
(P(L/2)3 r2) /
Moment at
bottom of
vertical poles.
Point of lifting.
M2 = M1 /2
Lifting force on lifting
plate:
F =P/2
P=200
M1 = max
possible
moment at the
end of the load
plate:
= L*P, where
P=2001bs and
L=20"*(2/3).
(Because all
loads will be
nearly
uniformly
distributed, it is
reasonable to
approximate an
equivalent
moment
wherein
L=(2/3)L.
M2 =
subsequent
moment at the
bottom of each
vertical pole.
The point where
the plate is lifted
will effectively
have all the
weight of the
load,
centralized.
Accordingly 2
points of contact
will be used
M2 =
1,333.331bs
F= -1001bs
1001bs is
approximated
because washers
were used to
distribute the
load even more.
Design calls for
2 vertical polls.
Therefore, the
moment at the
bottom of the 2
vertical poles is
equal to the
moment at the
end of the load
plate, distributed
equally between
them. It is
necessary to
determine these
moments so to
determine how
the vertical
poles need to be
fastened to the
side plates.
I
Torque at
connection
point of cleat
to frame.
=x*F F= the tension
in the rope, felt
by the user.
Given a 6:1
advantage, F
will at most =
-341bs.
x = distance
from center of
top pulley the
cleat point of
rope.
I
such that the
force is
distributed and
the plate doesn't
break at its
contact point to
the lower pulley
block.
A cleat is used
to secure the
rope when not in
use. The cleat
itself is attached
to the frame of
the device.
When the cleat
is engaged there
is a torque on
the connection
point of the cleat
to the frame. By
calculating this
expected torque
we can be
assured that the
mount of the
cleat will hold.I I-
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The next phase of the design process to be discussed herein will be detailed
design. What follows is a detailed summary of all the specifications of my prototype:
Specification Material How Reason Regret? / How improve
Attached
29" Side bar. 6063 Al tube Nuts and bolts Rectangular These 3 bars served as the
32
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Rectangular
tube, x 3.
(2"x3"xl/4")
32" vertical
hollow pipes,
x2.
1/4" ID, 2"OD.
32" cross bar.
1" diameter.
6061 Al tube
6061 Al tube
for easy
assembly/
disassembly
Spot-welded
into
rectangular
side bars.
Holes drilled
all the way
through
rectangular
side bars so to
support
vertical bars.
Slotted
through holes
drilled in top
of vertical
bars. Held in
place with
pins.
tube so to be
able to attach
casters that
could handle
the desired
weight. 1.5"
clearance
around lift
plate.
Al for its
strength to
weight ratio.
Welded for
necessary
support. In
order for the
track to run
vertically the
posts had to be
perfectly
straight with no
play.
Al for strength
to weight ratio.
Though the
thickness of the
necessary wood
major frame for the device
and they were heavier than
desired. The thickness of
the tubes were necessary
for ample support of the
vertical bars. One
improvement could have
been to drill many holes in
the tubing so to decrease
weight without effect
structural stability.
Would have liked to have
threaded the pipes to avoid
welding but this was not an
option due to the minimal
thickness of the rectangular
side bars.
Would have liked to have
used a thinner plate but a
sheet of steel was too
-
2" long, 2(1/8)"
ID sleeve to run
up the vertical
pipes, x 2.
PVC
nuts and bolts.
Press fit into
large holes
drilled in back
support piece.
Sleeves were
necessary to
distribute the
load on the
vertical bars
and to prevent
the lift plate
from tipping too
much. PVC and
Al have a fairly
good friction
interface.
The sleeves were not long
enough and the lift plate
tipped under larger loads
more than was hoped in the
original plan/design.
However, the sleeve length
was dictated by the size of
the caster. In order to
maintain stability the
vertical pipes were to be
kept at a minimal height
above the desired lifting
height of the plate. In turn,
the length of the vertical
pipes was dictated by the
minimal vertical length of
the pulley, back support
piece, and casters.
was not ideal,
the difference in
weight between
the relatively
thick wood and
a very thin
piece of steel,
was such that
the wood was
favored.
Attached with
brackets for
extra support.
Nuts and bolts
used for easy
assembly.
heavy. The obvious
improvement to the entire
design would be to make
the back support piece (in
which the lift plate
attached) and the lift plate
out of a single piece of
metal. This would allow
for maximum support and
minimum weight. Also,
could have shaved down
the front angle of the plate
for easier application of the
load.
4" tall, casters.
x 4.
Triple block
pulley w/ and
w/o becket.
Rubber / Al
Plastic.
Nuts and
bolts.
Bottom block:
looped on to
nut and bolt
piece attached
to back
support piece.
Top: looped
through ring
welded to
cross bar.
These casters
had to be able
to support the
max load. Nuts
and bolts for
easy assembly.
These blocks
were necessary
for the desired
mechanical
advantage.
Therefore smaller caster
would have allowed for
bigger sleeves.
These casters were too tall.
Shorter casters would have
allowed for a more
compact, stable, and lighter
weight system.
BIG: The whole
system/device would have
been much more stable had
the bottom pulley block
been mounted directly on
to the back support piece.
The desired part is called
an "over the top, mounted,
triple block". Very few
triple mounted blocks are
manufactured and those
that I ordered were later
discovered to have been
discontinued by the
different
companies/manufactures.
And so, an alternative
solution was implemented
- I'd say unsuccessfully.
Also, the system could
have been more stable had
the pulleys been smaller,
but smaller pulleys could
not accommodate what was
determined to be the
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Finally, the testing and refinement phase of this product design is exemplified by my
prototype, which will be discussed in the conclusion.
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Conclusion
I will start by saying that this thesis, and all that that entails, was very rewarding
to me. Not only did I learn a great deal about the process of designing a useful device, but
I also became inspired by the realization that there are many difficult tasks for which
p
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~\ pLhC15
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proper inventions still do not exist. Moreover, in doing this thesis I learned just how hard
it is to create a truly optimized device. Though my prototype does not seem to function
without error, it is still a novel and sufficiently helpful device for my friend to use when
moving things around his house.
Were this prototype to go into mass production, the biggest change would be that
the lift plate and the back support piece would be rolled and forged, respectively, and
then welded together to form a single, stronger piece. Also, it would be ideal for the back
support piece and sleeves to be made of a single forging.
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